
APPENDIX XII 

Proposed Redistricting Plans Submitted by the 
Public and Comments on Plans



SubmittedDate PlanType PlanName FirstName LastName Submitted_Comments PlanRecName

01-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_2010_Template Cy Lootens plan includes minimum change from current districts. population is nearly identical C010

01-Sep-21 Congressional Whole Treasure Valley Congressional Plan Josh Peters

This plan keeps the treasure valley in one district. As the states most populous and fastest 
growing area it makes sense to have it represented by one Congressman rather than having 
both districts trying to cater to the States urban centers. This will allow District one to be 
better represented by a rural congressman.

C011

05-Sep-21 Congressional Mike_Simpson_Retirement_Plan Branden Durst

While not a requirement for Congressional Districts, this plan splits no counties and has a 
deviation of only 237 people which is a deviation of less than .00002%. Splitting Ada County is 
not necessary and this map would ensure that the Treasure Valley remains intact in a single 
Congressional District.

C012

05-Sep-21 Congressional CD_Splitting_Ada_County_at_Eagle_Road Branden Durst

Okay, so if you insist on splitting Ada County, this is probably the map you re going to adopt. 
You don t have to split Ada County It has a deviation of 2. Not 2%. 2 people. It follows Eagle 
Rd  Hwy 55  from I-84 north to where it turns into Willow Creek Rd and then follows Will 
Creek Road to the county line. It also takes in a bit more of south Ada County. You ll note that 
it splits the correctional facility by taking the women s prison and putting it in CD2. It also 
unifies Gowen Field with Mtn Home Air Force Base along with their respective training 
grounds.

C013

08-Sep-21 Congressional Congressional 2020 01 Brian Merrell Rebalancing both congressional districts. C014

08-Sep-21 Congressional Congressional 2020 02 Brian Merrell Rebalancing both congressional districts. North and South. C015

08-Sep-21 Congressional CD2020 1 split balanced population Valerie James

This balances the populations, with only Ada County being split. All other counties are intact. 
The lines going through the major population centers, Boise and Meridian, are a recognition 
that these populations could dominate future CD elections, and disenfranchise other 
populations. This equates to one man, one vote and following as many geographical and 
existing precinct and county boundaries as possible. Splits are few.

C016



10-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_2010_Template1 Tyson Nelson This plan proposes nearly equal congressional districts. C017

11-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_2020A Spencer Stucki
Following the current plan of dividing Ada County I attempted to keep community areas 
together such as Boise and Kuna in District 2 and Meridian and Eagle in District 1. Some voting 
districts may need to be switched to further accomplish this.

C018

14-Sep-21 Congressional Congressional Plan 2022 Benjamin Greene
This map uses the current congressional lines as a starting point. By taking in more precincts 
from Ada County, each district has a population deviation of only 19 persons from the ideal 
population. This map also serves to keep Boise as intact of possible.

C019

15-Sep-21 Congressional Congress_along_County_Lines_1 Taylor Jenkins
This is my first proposal for dividing congressional districts only along county lines. The 
purpose is to keep government jurisdictions intact within a single district, which may lead to 
more logical and cohesive representation.

C020

15-Sep-21 Congressional Congress_along_County_Lines_2 Taylor Jenkins
This is my second proposal for dividing congressional districts only along county lines. The 
purpose is to keep government jurisdictions intact within a single district, which may lead to 
more logical and cohesive representation.

C021

15-Sep-21 Congressional Congress_along_County_Lines_3 Taylor Jenkins
This is my third proposal for dividing congressional districts only along county lines. The 
purpose is to keep government jurisdictions intact within a single district, which may lead to 
more logical and cohesive representation.

C022

15-Sep-21 Congressional Congress_along_County_Lines_4 Taylor Jenkins
This is my fourth proposal for dividing congressional districts only along county lines. The 
purpose is to keep government jurisdictions intact within a single district, which may lead to 
more logical and cohesive representation.

C023



15-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_2010_Template Dan Rainey Two equal districts with division of Ada County between the two districts. C024

15-Sep-21 Congressional SarahHarrisCongressionalMap1 Sarah Harris

Coincidentally, my first map submission has the same overall population deviation as the 
commissions C02 map of 474 people, but it more closely follows the existing CD1 and CD2 
boundaries. Counties are kept whole under this proposal. And under this plan CD1 would 
retain 90% of its counties.

C025

15-Sep-21 Congressional SarahHarrisCongressionalMap2 Sarah Harris

My next submission has a lower population deviation of just 418 people, and it also more 
closely follows the existing boundaries of CD1 and CD2 than the commissions proposal. The 
primary difference between my two submissions is that they swap Boise and Custer counties 
with Owyhee between the two plans. Under this plan CD1 would retain 90% of its existing 
counties.

C026

15-Sep-21 Congressional SarahHarrisCongressionalMap3 Sarah Harris
This map is my effort to achieve the lowest overall population deviation in a congressional 
plan that keeps counties whole, which under this plan would be just 362, but the boundaries 
are not as neat as my other submissions.

C027

16-Sep-21 Congressional S Bender Cong with no cnty splits Stephen Bender

My understanding is that Congressional districts should be equal in population, but that is not 
realistically achievable. Furthermore, not splitting counties is a high priority. I have seen some 
other maps similar to this one, but they contain county splits. The deviation on this map is +- 
0.03 percent, or a difference of 474 people. I was not able to come up with a map that was 
closer without splitting county lines. People who have seen this map first say  Bear Lake and 
Boundary in the same district???  But the current map puts Owhyee and Boundary in the 
same district. I am opposed to carving up Ada County in two.

C028

16-Sep-21 Congressional Rod Couch s Congressional Map Rod Couch
This Congressional District plan keeps counties whole as provided in Idaho Code.  There is a 
slight difference in population size, with CD1 being .03% larger than CD2, however population 
trends should erase that difference within a few years.

C029

16-Sep-21 Congressional Idaho CD Map Rod Couch Rod Couch
This plan, rather than separating Idaho East and West, divides it North and South, which 
should be easier in future years to change.  As population changes, the Northeastern border 
can be shifted slightly up or down.

C030



16-Sep-21 Congressional Rod Couch s Map Rod Couch
This plan divides the state North and South, adhering as close as possible to even populations 
while also adhering to state law which requires that no county is split into two congressional 
districts.

C031

16-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_2010_Template Daryl Yandell
The plan does not split any counties. District 1 contains primarily forest service lands and 
adjacent communities which would share common issues. District 2 covers primarily BLM 
lands and adjacent communities as well as urban areas sharing common growth issues.

C032

16-Sep-21 Congressional NGSmith AdaCty 20210916 Nancy Smith
I support this map because it has the lowest possible population deviation between districts 
while keeping counties whole as required under Idaho Code 72-1506. My map achieves the 
population deviation of just 362 voters.

C033

16-Sep-21 Congressional NGSmith AdaCty 20210916 Nancy Smith
I support this map because it has the lowest possible population deviation between districts 
while keeping counties whole as required under Idaho Code 72-1506. My map achieves the 
population deviation of just 362 voters.

C034

16-Sep-21 Congressional S Bender Cong Ada County Only Split Stephen Bender

This plan splits only Ada County. While I believe County Integrity should be protected, I don t 
think that the majority of the Commission feels that way. Therefore this plan presents an 
option that divides Ada County East and West. After several dozen different attempts to shift 
precincts around to get the difference smaller than 135, this was the best I could do. It is 
offered for the Commission s consideration.

C035

17-Sep-21 Congressional No_Counties_Split_Deviation_of_102 Branden Durst Congressional plan where no counties are split and there is a deviation of 102 people. C036

20-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_2010_Template Kathy Dawes

Because northern and southern Idaho have different economies, different connections with 
bordering states, different histories, and even different time zones, I feel that this map divides 
the state into two  communities of interest.  Also, the current boundary cutting the state into 
east and west districts makes it so our US Representatives each have to travel the entire 
length of the state to meet with constituents. With this map, they would not have to travel so 
far and could meet with constituents more often. I personally have never even seen my US 
Representative.

C037



21-Sep-21 Congressional My Congress_Blank Cindy Thorngren

This is a relatively urbanrural plan with the SW population centers matched with the counties 
where many own vacation properties. It reaches into South Central Idaho including the Wood 
River Valley but divides along the natural Snake River boundary. This proposed map shows 
less than 1% population difference between the two districts.

C038

25-Sep-21 Congressional Congress B Chris Pentico
The deviation for both districts is zero people.  Only Ada County is shared with Congressional 
Districts 1 and 2.  Both districts are contiguous.  Zero precincts are split

C039

02-Oct-21 Congressional Congressional Plan 2022 V2 Benjamin Greene

As ID-02 needs to take in more population, Owyhee County and a few more precincts from 
Ada are added to the district  namely 1607 which prevents Garden City from being split and 
some precincts from southern Boise . From a geographic and cultural point of view, I feel that 
Owyhee fits better with a southern-Idaho focused district rather than being attached to a 
district that stretches all the way into the panhandle.

C040

12-Oct-21 Congressional Congress Locust Grove Split Wayne Hurst

This congressional district plan adheres to the highest deviation standard - zero population 
difference between Districts 1 and 2.It achieves this by taking the same approach as was 
taken in 2011, by dividing Ada County along the interstate, and then drawing a north-south 
line to the northern border of the county.Whereas the 2011 plan primarily used Cloverdale 
Road for this vertical line, this plan primarily uses Locust Grove Road, two miles to the west of 
Cloverdale, owing to the population growth in District 1.Once the line reaches Chinden 
Boulevard, it goes east one mile to Highway 55, and then follows Highway 55 to the northern 
boundary of Ada County, with the exception of four census blocks in the Eagle area, which are 
included in District 2 in order to achieve a population deviation of zero.

C041

18-Oct-21 Congressional My Congress_2010_Template Darrin Harris As close as you can get to dead even and still keep the districts contiguous and counties whole C042





































































SubmittedDate PlanType PlanName FirstName LastName Submitted_Comments PlanRecName

02-Sep-21 Legislative AGray Proposed Legislative Boundaries 1 Asa Gray

With this plan, I first aim to ensure that the districts remain under the 10% variance.  I know 
the Eastern Idaho Districts that tie into Bonneville County in this proposed map are under by 5-
6%, however I made sure that no district is over by more than about 3% to ensure the 
variance is under 10% total.  Also, I tried to minimize splits of communities of interest and 
that of counties as well, and I do not believe I split any precinct boundaries, save for a possible 
precinct boundary change in Kootenai County, which helps align with existing communities  
boundaries.  I am not an expert in the Treasure Valley area, so the specific district boundaries 
may not be perfect there, however again, I did try to keep cities together where possible. 
Bannock and Bonneville Counties were the hardest counties to minimize splits, but by drawing 
districts 30, 32, and 33 below the target value of 52,546, it allowed the minimizing of splits in 
those counties.I would posit, based on current legislative boundaries, that this proposed map 
includes fewer splits, especially in Eastern and Southern Idaho, than currently exist

L010

03-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 Spencer Stucki

Largest district 30 Includes all of Bingham County and one precinct from Bannock County 
which is part of the reservation so it ties the reservation together. I tried to put logical areas 
together though some precincts may need to be moved. I ended up splitting four counties 
because it made sense and seemed logical and necessary. Not including Bonner which had to 
be done.

L011

04-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 Spencer Stucki

Deviations exist that I didn t solve without splitting counties. Two counties were split. Idaho 
County was split to give district 7 the population it needed and two keep reservation in one 
district. Minidoka was split to give district 26 population and because of the way Blaine 
County borders it on two sides it made sense.

L012

04-Sep-21 Legislative Plan Branden Durst

Deviation of 9.95%8 counties split with the minimum 7 counties split externally as 
follows:Bonner 1 internal split and 1 external splitKootenai 3 internal splits and 1 external 
splitNez Perce 1 internal split and 1 external splitCanyon 4 internal splits and 1 external 
splitAda 9 internal splits and 0 external splitsTwin Falls 1 internal split and 1 external 
splitBannock 1 internal split and 1 external splitBonneville 2 internal splits and 2 external 
splitsNote: It is not necessary to externally split Ada County. Doing so creates an additional 
externally split county. In accordance with ISSC opinion in Twin Falls v Ysursa limiting county 
splits is paramount once the one person, one vote requirement is achieved.

L013

06-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 1 1 Spencer Stucki
This is a refinement of Plan My Legislative2020Template2 1 1 eliminating the deviations over 
5%

L014



06-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 1 Spencer Stucki

I wanted to submit a plan that eliminated the problems I saw in the current map for districts 
7, 8, and 32 where widely separated counties were combined into a district. With the large 
areas of rural Idaho, several districts will be very large and include several counties but. there 
needs to be a logical connection between them. This plan will need some tweaking, I am sure, 
but it is a good place tow begin. I ended up splitting three counties. Idaho to connect a 
reservation and to add population; Minidoka to add population and it was bordered on three 
side by the district anyway; and Bingham to help diminish discrepancies in two districts. Even 
then two districts remain outside the 5% deviation.

L015

07-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 1 1 1 Spencer Stucki Alternate plan for Bannock County L016

08-Sep-21 Legislative Ada County ONLY Protect Cities 3 Brian Merrell
This map is of Ada County ONLY and protects incorporated city boundaries while also 
balancing the existing 9 districts within Ada County.

L017

08-Sep-21 Legislative Ada County ONLY Protect Cities 7 Brian Merrell
This plan focuses on allocating districts evenly based on city populations and at the same time 
protects each major city boundary  Boise, Garden City, Eagle, Star, Meridian, Kuna .

L018

08-Sep-21 Legislative Ada County ONLY Taxing Districts 8 Brian Merrell
This plan is Ada County ONLY and is careful to divide the districts proportional as well as 
honoring the many different taxing districts.

L019

08-Sep-21 Legislative Ada County ONLY Protect Cities 19 Brian Merrell
This is an Ada County Only map that divides the 9 existing districts proportionally and respects 
incorporated boundaries of all major cities in Ada County. Boise  4 districts , Meridian  3 
districts , Eagle and Star  1 district , Kuna  1 District .

L020

08-Sep-21 Legislative Ada County ONLY 13 Brian Merrell This an Ada County ONLY map that balances the 9 existing districts in Ada County. L021

08-Sep-21 Legislative Ada County ONLY 16 Brian Merrell This is an Ada County ONLY map that balances the 9 existing districts. L022



09-Sep-21 Legislative Leg Map Jordan Morales

This map splits the following eight counties only: Bonner, Kootenai, Nez Perce, Canyon, Ada, 
Twin Falls, Bannock, and Bonneville. While two districts slightly exceed 5% deviation, no two 
districts statewide exceed overall deviation of 10%. In Boise, district boundaries follow the 
main arterial thoroughfares of Eagle Rd., State St., Cloverdale, Cole, Broadway, and Victory 
adhering as closely to city boundaries as possible. In West Ada County, the boundaries of 
current districts remain largely intact, with the exception of a new district that includes Star, 
Middleton and Gem County. Canyon County remains largely the same with one district in 
Caldwell, two in Nampa, and one in rural Canyon County. A central feature of this map is 
District 9 which includes the following counties Boise, Custer, Lemhi, Butte, and Jefferson. In 
this particular map, this district is key to reducing the number of county splits statewide. The 
basic county configuration of this map also provides the commission flexibility in drawing split 
counties in Bonneville and Bannock County, the Magic and Treasure Valleys, and Northern 
Idaho.

L023

10-Sep-21 Legislative The Plan Branden Durst

This is an alternative legislative district plan. It is within the ten percent deviation. It has seven 
counties split externally as follows:Bonner x1Kootenai x1Nez Perce x1Canyon x2Twin Falls 
x1Bannock x1Bonneville x2Both this plan and my previously submitted plan have the least 
number of county splits possible and the least number of external county splits, the latter are 
just spread out differently. Rather than split Bonneville County three times, this map 
exchanges the additional external split in Bonneville for one in Canyon. As tempting as it may 
be, splitting Ada County externally is not necessary to minimize the number of counties split 
externally.

L024

10-Sep-21 Legislative State Map Ada Canyon Owyhee Balanced 1 Brian Merrell
This balances the entire state and divides Ada, Canyon, and Owyhee Counties in to 14 even 
districts. The North and East parts of the state are also divided evenly with district 8 
combining the most counties across the central part of the state.

L025

10-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 1 1 1 Spencer Stucki
I used census blocks to make final adjustments in several locations as necessary for numbers 
within acceptable range. I ended up splitting Idaho and Bingham counties in order to adjust 
the numbers. I believe this to meet the guidelines as much as possible.

L026

11-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_Senate Districts Spencer Stucki

Given the 20 counties with population of 155,000  2010 census numbers  without resident 
representation in the Idaho state legislature,  we have formulated four possible solutions as 
outlined below. We ask, can we say we have provided equal protection under the law when a 
voter in one county has 18 members of the house and 9 senators representing them and 
voters in 20 counties have none?   One man, one vote  does not provide equal protection by 
representation for rural voters under the law. Under the 1st and 14th Amendments many 
people are denied representation. Can we say,  Taxation without representation?  This plan 
would reduce the number of counties and the population of unrepresented. By combining the 
number of Senators and Representatives representing a County then dividing into the 
population and taking the average shows the population represented by each. Considering 
representation the numbers show validity.

L027



11-Sep-21 Legislative Legislative 8A9 Larry Grant
This plan is 35 districts, with 9 districts in Ada County. It attempts to keep districts as close as 
possible with previous districts. It contains 8 split counties.

L028

13-Sep-21 Legislative Plan D Leg Chris Pentico
No precincts are split.  Ada County doesn t share with anyone else.  The plus or minus 5.0% in 
districts is followed, but those limits just pass by a few people barely.  8 counties are split.  
There are 24 county splits.

L029

15-Sep-21 Legislative L1 Rainey Dan Rainey
Counties divided: Bonner, Kootenai, Latah, Idaho, Canyon, Ada, Bannock, Bonneville.  Decision 
of dividing Twin Falls vs. Ada settled in favor of dividing Ada due to more equal district 
resulting from the division.

L030

15-Sep-21 Legislative Treasure Valley by City 2 3 Brian Merrell

This is a Treasure Valley focused map. It keeps the cities of Star, Nampa, Kuna, and Melba 
intact as best as possible by allowing the district boundaries to cross between counties. This 
plan also creates 14 acceptable districts  10-23  our of the three counties of Canyon, Owyhee, 
and Ada. Finally, this plan allows for Boise to have 4 districts, Meridian to have 3 districts, 
Eagle 1, Kuna 1, Nampa 3, and Rural Canyon and Owyhee to have the final district to 
represent them.

L031

16-Sep-21 Legislative SBender Ada Canyon 14 LDs Stephen Bender

This plan is for ONLY Ada and Canyon Counties. I had to populate the other districts to be able 
to submit, but disregard LD 1-9 and 23-35. Ada County cannot be easily divided into 9 LDs 
alone. The slack in the population is only 1590 people, or 176 average per district. Any fewer, 
and a district drops below the 5 percent low threshold. I have created over 100 versions of a 
nine LD map for Ada, and have only succeeded once in creating nine LDs without splitting 
precincts. That map looks heavily gerrymandered This plan moves the current LD 14 west to 
Middleton and drops that portion of 14 south of the river into a new LD. The Middleton-Star-
Eagle Rt 44 corridor is a community of interest with similar economics interests. Furthermore, 
the city of Star is split between the counties and selecting this location for the shared district 
permits the small city of Star to be kept in a single LD. While Eagle is split by this plan, the 
dividing line is the Boise River.I would recommend that this plan be amended to the rest of 
the state. I am not as well qualified to draw lines in Northern and Eastern Idaho.

L032

16-Sep-21 Legislative Legislative 7A9 Larry Grant

Tried to work from Commissions L01 making necessary corrections. Their Eastern Idaho map 
works except I could not match their District 32District 28 boundary, but that is probably just 
software. Ada can be divided into 9 districts without splitting it to an outside district, meaning 
that L01 is likely unconstitutional  ? . Also, Nez Perce split of City of Lewiston is unnecessary if 
Idaho County is split instead. In addition, North Idaho can be divided without needing 
Clearwater county, thereby avoiding an excessively long district. Thank you.

L033

16-Sep-21 Legislative Rice Grow improved L01 Jim Rice
This plan reworks Ada, Canyon, and Owyhee Counties to make more sensible boundaries that 
keep communities together better.

L034



17-Sep-21 Legislative SBender Ada Cnyn 2 Western Shift Stephen Bender
This map is an alternate to the one earlier submitted and shifts the one district split between 
Canyon and Ada farther to the west, which allows for Canyon precincts to be each a little 
smaller and Ada precincts to each be a little bigger.

L035

17-Sep-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_Commission Scott Syme

It splits Washington, Blaine and Twin Falls Counties as deviations from the original map.  
Washington and Blaine are split to keep like resortrecreational areas  District 8  together.  
Twin Falls was split to get within the 5%. Ada County and Canyon County are mixed in three 
areas. Middleton and Star are very similar communities on the Hwy 44 corridor and are 
experiencing similar growth and economic development.   Ada crosses into Canyon County 
where there are Kuna address.  Lastly South NampaCanyon and South KunaAda county were 
combined.

L036

17-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2010_Template Dan Rainey

This plan addresses the risk of a possible legal challenge related to other plans before the 
commission that divide Ada County among more than 9 districts.  Ada County has sufficient 
population for 9 complete districts having less than 5% variance over the mean district size.  
Such a legal challenge to those plans would likely be successful given that one of the 
successful cases challenging a previous plan was found to be unconstitutional by the Idaho 
Supreme Court on the basis it divided Bannock County among more than two districts when it 
had sufficient population for two districts without exceeding the equal population threshold.

L037

17-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_2010_Template 1 Dan Rainey Bear Lake Alignment with LEG 28 L038

21-Sep-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_Commission Scott Syme

Made a minor correction to Dist 11.  This map focuses mainly on Canyon County and the 
interface with Ada County.  Canyon and Ada interface with Middleton and Star as they are 
very similar communities.  Southeast Canyon County has a Kuna address so logically would be 
included with the Ada district with mainly Kuna addresses.  Western Canyon County and 
Northern Owyhee county are geographically located together and share the same economics.  
Northern Owyhee county contains most of the population of Owyhee county so including all 
of Owyhee County with Western Canyon County seems to be logical.

L039

Legislative Rick Price

Hello Redistricting Commissioners, Attached is a partial legislative map that shows an attempt 
to redistrict the northernmost portion of the state, focusing on a possible lines for districts 
one and two. As you know, we need to shave a few thousand people off district one, 
Boundary and Bonner Counties to make equitable districts. While your first draft map is an 
improvement from the last twenty years where we attached eastern Bonner County into 
huge, sprawling district 7, I believe the attached map does a better job keeping communities 
of interest together. The folks that live in the southwest corner of Bonner County, work, shop, 
play, and pray in the Spirit Lake area in the northwest corner of Kootenai County. Adding 
them to a district two that could include the Rathdrum and Athol area makes solid sense. 
Please consult with Commissioner Redman, who knows this area, but I’m betting he will 
agree. I hope to present this proposal when you come to Sandpoint Wednesday.

L040



21-Sep-21 Legislative DE L01_Draft_Commission Dan English
This is the same map that I sent earlier today but that one had a few areas of non-contiguous 
areas that have been eliminated in this updated version.

L041

21-Sep-21 Legislative My Meridian Revised Commission Plan Spencer Stucki
I took a Meridian modified Commission plan L01 and modified it so eastern Idaho was more 
to my liking. I believe this plan meets the guidelines.

L042

22-Sep-21 Legislative DE2 L01_Draft_Commission Dan English

This is the similar to my prior plan which focused on LD4 but would create population totals in 
LD4 and the new LD5 that would be 2-3% under the current ideal population.  That would 
create some excess capacity going forward for these fast growing districts.  It would add 
about 4% over ideal population for the new revised district 2 which is appropriate since it is a 
slower growing district.  By just changing one precinct in Kootenai County, precinct 69, it 
would make the Coeur d Alene Tribal area whole again and contained within one legislative 
district vs being split.  The Tribe is a very important community of interest.

L043

23-Sep-21 Legislative My Meridian Revised Commission Plan Spencer Stucki
The difference between my last submitted plan is I cleaned up the lines between districts 27 
and 29 through Pocatello.

L044

24-Sep-21 Legislative Legislative A9Rev Larry Grant

This map uses the Commissions L01 for both Northern and Eastern Idaho.  I tried to duplicate 
but it is difficult, so use the Commissions  proposals for those areas . But this map keeps Ada 
County within its boundaries splitting it internally only with 9 districts. This map also keeps 
Southwest and Central Idaho with more compact districts than the Commissioners s map.

L045

24-Sep-21 Legislative My Idaho Legislature Kay Maurin
This map splits only 8 counties.  Most importantly, this map does not split the City of Lewiston 
or the Coeur dAlene Reservation like the L1 map does.  All Districts fall within the +- 5% 
deviation requirement.

L046

25-Sep-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_Commission eastern Idaho Spencer Stucki My cleanest and most logical plan yet using the commission s L01 as my base. L047

27-Sep-21 Legislative My Legislative_Senate Districts Spencer Stucki

From my previous plan L027 I made a revision switching Senate Districts for Gem and Valley 
Counties. This change made sense as Gem County with a larger population was entitled to the 
singe County status over Valley County which would now be combined with Adams and Boise 
Counties. All other details are as submitted with L027.

L048

28-Sep-21 Legislative Sep22 V22 1 Valerie James

This plan is intended as an Ada County 9 District plan, within 5% either side deviation. Ada 
County splits precincts along roads and rivers, attempting to keep communities intact. Major 
arteries and geographical were preferred, although to balance the population within the 
minute 5% deviation allowance, small arterials were used in several places. Todd Cutler, this is 
the map that has District -17K+, despite having Nez Perce, Lewis, etc. selected for that district. 
I d appreciate some help before this is officially public.

L049



28-Sep-21 Legislative My L1 With Magic Valley Edits Wendy Jaquet

This map is a variation of L1, that keeps Blaine County with Camas and Gooding Counties, 
which have been part of the same legislative district for at least 30 years. It also includes part 
of Twin Falls city, which is where Blaine, Gooding, and Camas County residents travel when 
they go to town for shopping and other services only provided in the city. Blaine County has a 
CSI extension in Hailey, and this map connects the main campus with that extension.

L050

29-Sep-21 Legislative Leg Districts New Proposal Asa Gray

This plan tries to both minimize external splits and to make district boundaries that protect 
Communities of Interest.  I have done this map for the whole state, however I am particularly 
interested in the Kootenai County area and how it is drawn, and I focused largely on that 
here.

L051

29-Sep-21 Legislative Draft Meridian Revised Commission Plan Brian McClure

As Meridian grows, it is imperative that the interests of Meridian be kept whole. Specifically, 
maintaining two complete legislative districts central to Meridian will preserve the 
representative needs of the City. We believe that based upon our existing population and 
identified size of legislative districts  52,546 , this is an achievable goal.To help effect 
implementing at least two districts which wholly reflect Meridian boundaries, we suggest 
ignoring current precinct lines, as it is clear there will be significant changes to those 
boundaries once the Commission completes its process. Further, we suggest that current 
legislative district lines also be ignored in this process. As Meridian and our surrounding 
communities continue to growth and evolve, holding onto these outdated lines is not in the 
best interest of keeping communities of interest together.This draft proposed map is intended 
to demonstrate how this goal of two Meridian districts could be achieved. It is NOT intended 
to suggest how districts in other communities should be drawn.

L052

02-Oct-21 Legislative My L1 Pocatello Edited D2ap Nathan Roberts

This map is a variation of L1. In L1 District 29 is overpopulated by about 2,000 people and the 
surrounding district 27 is underpopulated by about 2,000 people. My map equalizes the 
population between the two districts by excluding portions of District 29 outside of the city 
limits. In keeping with the commission s criteria that communities be kept whole, Pocatello 
has a population of 56,320, so a district can be drawn without including portions of Bannock 
county outside the city. In this submission the deviation of district 27 is +21 people and 
district 29 is +194 people.

L053

02-Oct-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_7 Skip Brandt corrected L054

02-Oct-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 1 1 1 Spencer Stucki

After listening to the Lewiston hearing, and having my plan L026 looked at as a way to split 
Idaho County rather than Nez Perce. I modified L026 to show a possible way to split Idaho 
County without going south of the Salmon River. Some one more familiar with the lay out of 
the county could do it better. I came up with two districts with just over 5% deviation. 
Perhaps if that portion of the county south of the Salmon River could be split to district 8 the 
deviations could be within the 5%.

L055



02-Oct-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_Commission eastern Idaho 2 Spencer Stucki
This is a revision of my plan L047. In order to reduce the number of external splits in the plan I 
made a change in the Bingham County portions splitting off to Bonneville County. I also 
corrected an error in splitting off a portion of Elmore County to District 23 and reattached it.

L056

02-Oct-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_7 Skip Brandt
This map takes Adams County and NezPerce County out of Dist 7, added Clearwater County 
and then split Latah between Dist. 2, Dist. 7 and Dist. 6  keeping NezPerce County whole .This 
also moves Adams County into District 8, and then moves Custer County into Dist. 31.

L057

02-Oct-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_Simple Change Dist 7 Skip Brandt
This supports social economic division, time zones, realistic travel within Dist. 8.It moves 
Adams County out of Dist. 7 to Dist. 8 and Custer out of Dist. 8 to Dist. 31

L058

04-Oct-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_7 Skip Brandt best map, but it splits 9 counties L059

04-Oct-21 Legislative My Legislative_2020_Template2 1 1 1 1 Spencer Stucki

Building from plan L026 and a more recent plan, this plan would avoid splitting Nez Perce 
County by splitting Idaho County and splitting off the very south and west voting district of 
Idaho County to a district to the south. This is one way it could be done. Individuals with a 
knowledge of Idaho and Ada County could draw more relevant boundaries, but this plan 
meets the deviation requirements.

L060

05-Oct-21 Legislative Ada County 9 Districts Anthony Lock-Smith Attempted to keep Ada County whole - LD17 a little too big L061

06-Oct-21 Legislative Plan 2 Bob Jones Mountain representation L062

06-Oct-21 Legislative Ada County 9 Districts Anthony Lock-Smith All Districts within 5% - Forthall Reservation contained in one district L063

07-Oct-21 Legislative Commission Base Map Ada Canyon Changes Anthony Lock-Smith
Uses the map as submitted by the commission. Edits were made to Ada and Canyon Counties 
to keep communities of interest together.

L064

08-Oct-21 Legislative Urban Center Plan Dan Rainey
This plan is targeted to address placement of Oneida, Franklin, and Bear Lake Counties into a 
single legislative district.

L065

09-Oct-21 Legislative L01_Bonneville County redraw Penny Manning

In trying to keep minimal precincts splits in Bonneville County, keep like communities 
together, with fairly straight lines, two adjustments were made to the L01 proposed plan:  1  
Move Precinct 57 into Leg Dist 30. Move an additional piece of Prec 45  Lincoln area  into Leg 
District 28 to keep balance. This was in response to the testimonies in the Commission 
Redistricting Meeting in Idaho Falls. All else seems to work for Bonneville County. This 
adjustment was approved by Roger Christensen, Commissioner, and Penny Manning, Clerk.

L066



11-Oct-21 Legislative Contamos Map Version 2 Antonio Hernandez

This map was created based on community feedback in the Canyon County and Twin Falls 
areas as well as research done by the coalition called Contamos Idaho. Contamos heard from 
students, community leaders and parents that communities of interest in the canyon county 
area need to be preserved in the Caldwell area- to include Farmway village and the existing 
Caldwell School District. Nampa s communities of interest in the Northside feel Columbia High 
is too far away and would like to advocate for a highschool closer to that area. This would 
group the Skyview and Columbia High Schools together as well as East Valley and South 
Middle Schools but leave Nampa and West Middle school with the Northside of Nampa. The 
Twin Falls must include the area around the Sugar Beat Factory as a tightknit community of 
interest resides in that area and is also a strong part of the Twin Falls community.

L067

12-Oct-21 Legislative Plan E Leg Chris Pentico

No precincts are split.  This map is like the L029 map in northern and western Idaho; eastern 
Idaho  to preserve Burley  and Ada County were redrawn.   Ada County is kept intact without 
sharing with other counties.  The L049 map demonstrated other configurations of Ada County 
can be substituted into my maps.  Multiple submitted maps keep Ada County intact as well 
and can be used in the same way.  Sharing Ada County with other counties when it qualifies to 
be kept intact, has been subject to threatened and actual lawsuits in past redistricting 
commissions.  Ideas for this Ada County map came from the 2001 adopted map for Ada 
County and the IMLS code map. To preserve Burley, I had to split Chubbuck.  Road 
accessibility between Caribou and Bonneville Counties is a problem as well.  In the L029 map, 
road accessibility between Fremont and Clark Counties appeared better because of roads 
near Island Park Reservoir.  Road accessibility between Clearwater and Shoshone Counties do 
not change from the current adopted mapping from 2011 and my proposed maps.

L068

12-Oct-21 Legislative Idaho Legislative Districts Plan Benjamin Greene

This map is essentially a modification of the officially-proposed plan, which I feel is a really 
good starting point. I made some slight changes to reduce the overall population deviation by 
0.15%, increase compactness, and to better signify communities of interest. Some of the 
more significant changes include moving Camas County into District 8 from District 26. 
Additionally, two precincts from Blaine County have been moved to District 31 to keep the 
Craters of the Moon Wilderness Area more intact. In Ada County, a few precincts were shifted 
between Districts 14, 15, and 16. Finally, District 3, instead of stretching more east into 
Boundary County, now reaches more directly north, which keeps Lake Pend Orielle more 
intact and demonstrates better road contiguity.

L069



12-Oct-21 Legislative 8 County Splits WH1 Wayne Hurst

This plan divides eight counties, while minimizing the number of times that counties are 
connected without a highway connection.  This occurs only once, in District 4, where 
Clearwater County is attached to Shoshone County.The plan also keeps the maximum 
deviation between the largest and smallest districts under 10%.Communities of interest are 
maintained to the extent possible, with portion of Bannock County  which must be divided 
anyway  that lies in the Ft. Hall Indian Reservation included with Bingham County, there 
uniting the population base of the reservation in one district.The plan takes the same 
approach in District 3 with the Coeur d Alene Indian Reservation, uniting its Kootenai and 
Benewah County portions in one district.It takes the same approach in District 7, using the 
division of Nez Perce County to unite as much of the Nez Perce Indian Reservation within the 
same district as it is possible to achieve without further divisions of counties.

L070

12-Oct-21 Legislative 7 County Splits A2 Wayne Hurst

This plan divides only seven counties, while maintaining a variation from largest to smallest 
district of less than 10%.It does this by drawing five districts in the northern panhandle 
counties of Boundary, Bonner, Kootenai, and Shoshone, that are very light, at approximately 
7.25% underweight each.To offset this, most other districts are drawn slightly heavy, but not 
heavy enough to violate the population deviation standard of 10% or less.The plan united the 
population base of the Ft. Hall Indian Reservation by adding the reservation portions of 
Bannock County to Bingham County.The Idaho Supreme Court was very clear in 2011 that the 
Idaho Constitution s requirement that any plan must minimize the number of counties that 
are divided is a rigid one.  This plan adheres to that standard.

L071

12-Oct-21 Legislative Commission Base Map Ada Canyon Changes Anthony Lock-Smith
Uses the commission s proposed map, but adjusts Canyon and Ada County Legislative District 
Boundaries to better reflect communities of interest. Deviation runs from -4.9% to 4.7%

L072

13-Oct-21 Legislative Commission Base Map Ada Canyon Changes Anthony Lock-Smith
9 County Splits - Bingham is split to allow for a ShelleyAmmon district. BinghamBannock 
County Fort Hall portions united in 1 district.

L073

13-Oct-21 Legislative My L01_Draft_Commission eastern Idaho 2 Spencer Stucki

This plan is like my previous plan L056 with District 29 to be entirely within the city 
boundaries of Pocatello. Chubbuck still is divided, basically along Yellowstone Highway. the 
reservation remains intact. Shelly is less divided mostly being added to Bonneville County. 
Deviations are with in target range.

L074



13-Oct-21 Legislative Legislative_Seven_County_Split Larry Grant

This is a 7-county split map. Ever since the Commission drafted its L01 map, which splits 8 
counties, everyone has been submitting maps, including me, which split 8 counties or more. In 
the last round of redistricting, based on Twin Falls v. Commissioners, we were told that if a 
map splitting fewer counties could be adopted, a map splitting more would not be legal. 
Perhaps I am missing something or my drawing skills are not up to par, but since it does seem 
possible that a 7-split map can be drawn, the 8-split maps don t pass muster. Yes, there are 
things that I don t like about this map. For example, the ValleyCuster, OwyheeTwin Falls, and 
BonnevilleCaribou combinations have no direct highway access. Also, it was hard in the more 
urban areas to tell where city limits or other communities of interest were actually outlined. 
But I am sure the Commission s better mapping software and staff could correct those issues.

L075

25-Oct-21 Legislative L071 Hurst 7 County Split Revision Larry Grant Here is the revision.Again, this is a 7-county split map. L076

26-Oct-21 Legislative 7 District splits Star Middleton LD Anthony Lock-Smith 7 County Splits - Star Middleton District - Ammon District separate from SE Idaho Counties. L077

26-Oct-21 Legislative WH8 Wayne Hurst

This plan is based on the L70 plan.  It makes numerous small changes to Treasure Valley 
districts to correct the data errors made by the Maptitude program in L70.  It also makes 
several small improvements in other areas, including eliminating an extra split in Twin Falls 
County, uniting the Coeur d Alene Indian Reservation in one district, and uniting all of the 
Bannock County portions of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation with Bingham County, where the 
other bulk of the reservation s population resides. It also makes several small changes in Twin 
Falls and Bannock counties to reflect better natural and major road boundaries.

L078

26-Oct-21 Legislative WH7b Wayne Hurst

This is a 7-county split plan, and is based on the L71 7-county split plan.  It makes changes to 
all Treasure Valley districts to correct for Maptitude s mathematical error in the L71 plan.  It 
also makes several small adjustments in several counties to create district boundaries with 
fewer twists and turns in the district lines.

L079

27-Oct-21 Legislative Legislative 1 Paul Ross
8 counties split into districts extending into other counties.  Other than Caribou County, 
generally keeps all areas and regions intact.  Close %s between districts.

L080

29-Oct-21 Legislative Urban Center Plan Dan Rainey This is a six county external split L081

30-Oct-21 Legislative Urban Center Plan Dan Rainey Six county external split alternate Bannock County alignment. L082

01-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission LWC Lance Clow

Clean the natural canyon barrier of Rock Creek Canyon to be included in new District 25, from 
District 24.  This primarily is moving Precinct TF19 back to the the distirct that was formerly 
known as 24 and where that precinct currently sits.  It should not impact the allow variance of 
5%.

L083



02-Nov-21 Legislative Plan 3 Branden Durst

This map has a total of 7 counties split externally and 9 total external splits. There are external 
splits in Bonner, Kootenai, Nez Perce, Canyon  x2 , Twin Falls, Bannock and Bonneville  x2 . 
Given the Idaho State Supreme Court s previous direction to limit county splits to the greatest 
extent possible and to only split a county externally when it is necessary to comply with 
federal one person one vote provisions, this map meets that criteria to the maximum. To that 
end, any plan that splits more counties externally than 7 and has more external splits than 9 is 
presumptively unconstitutional and should not be adopted by the commission. The districts 
drawn in this plan are clean and follow distinct and recognizable boundaries as requested by 
the clerks. The plan preserves communities of interest including tribal reservations as much as 
possible. This is a compromise map. The plan has a deviation of 9.61%, which is presumptively 
constitutional.

L084

02-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission Dan Rainey
Modified L2 with single external splits: Bonner, Kootenai, Nez Perce,Twin Falls, dual external 
splits:  Bonneville, Bannock, Canyon.

L085

02-Nov-21 Legislative L029 Correction Chris Pentico
Corrects road access issue in Bingham-Bonneville area for L029 map.  Redraws Ada County to 
keep towns more intact.  Proposed district 35 is designed for tourism.

L086

Legislative Plan from csv file Branden Durst

This map has a total of 7 counties split externally and 9 total external splits. There are external 
splits in Bonner, Kootenai, Nez Perce, Canyon (x2), Twin Falls, Bannock and Bonneville (x2). 
Given the Idaho State Supreme Court's previous direction to limit county splits to the greatest 
extent possible and to only split a county externally when it is necessary to comply with 
federal one person one vote provisions, this map meets that criteria to the maximum. This is a 
compromise map. The district boundaries are clean and follows distinct and recognizable 
boundaries. It preserves communities of interest including tribal reservations as much as 
possible. The plan has a deviation of 9.84%, which is presumptively constitutional.

L087

02-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission Dan Rainey Bear Lake County realignment of adjusted L2 with Bonneville attachment to Bingham L088

02-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission Dan Rainey Bear Lake County realignment of adjusted L2 with Bannock  Fort Hall  attachment to Bingham L089

03-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission Dan Rainey Seven county split L090

04-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission Brian Brian Merrell
This derived from L02 but with Treasure Valley reconfigured to keep counties together and 
cities together. It also attempts to better block together communities, school districts, and 
voting populations.

L091

04-Nov-21 Legislative My L02_Draft_Commission Dan Rainey Seven county split with shift of Highland Hill to LEG 35. L092
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